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POST OFFICE TELEPHONES

Charges for Telephone Calls to the Republic of Ireland

HER Majesty's Postmaster General hereby gives notice in accordance with regulation 20 of the Telephone Regula-
tions 1965, as amended by the Telephone Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 1966, that on and after the 1st January
1967 the charges for the following telephone calls shall be as follows:

1 Calls from Northern Ireland to the Republic of Ireland

(1) Calls within the local call area (See Note A)—charge per call:

(a) Where the call is made from an installation or telephone served by an exchange at which the subscriber
trunk dialling facility is available:

Calls made otherwise than from a call office or coin box line—2d. for each 6 mins. or part of 6 mins.
Calls made from a call office or coin box line

Charge to the caller—6d. for each 6 mins. or pan of 6 mins.

(b) Calls from other installations or telephones
Calls made otherwise than from a call office or coin box line:

Residence rate subscriber 2^d.
Business rate subscriber ... 3d.

Calls made from a call office or coin box line:
Charge to the caller * • * 4d.

(2) Calls not within the local call area:
(a) Calls made otherwise than from a call office or coin box line:

Distance (see Note B)

Where the distance between the group centres
concerned :

does not exceed 35 miles ...
exceeds 35 miles but does not exceed 50

For the first three minutes
or part of three minutes

For each minute or part
of a minute after the

first three minutes
s.

1

exceeds 50 miles but does not exceed 75
3
4

d.

0

0

0
0

s. d.

exceeds 75 miles
(b) Calls made from a call office or coin box line—charge to the caller:

1
1

8

0

4

Distance (see Note B)

Where the distance between the group centres
concerned :

does not exceed 35 miles .........
exceeds 35 miles but does not exceed 50

For the first three minutes
or part of three minutes

For each three minutes or
part of three minutes after

the first three minutes
s. d. s.

1

exceeds 50 miles but does not exceed 75
miles

exceeds 75 miles ...
3
4

6
6

3
4

d.

0

0

0
0

2. Calls from the United Kingdom (except Northern Ireland) or the Isle of Man to the Republic of Ireland

(1) Calls made otherwise than from a call office or coinbox line:

Distance (see Note B)

Where the distance between the group centres
concerned:

does not exceed 75 miles
exceeds 75 miles but does not exceed 200 miles
exceeds 200 miles

For the first three minutes
or part of three minutes

For each minute or part
of a minute after the
first three minutes

s. d. s. d.

5 0
6 0
7 0

(2) Calls made from a call office or coin box line—charge to the caller:

Distance (see Note B)

Where the distance between the group centres
concerned:

does not exceed 75 miles
exceeds 75 miles but does not exceed 200 miles
exceeds 200 miles

For the first three minutes
or part of three minutes

s. d.

5 6
6 6
7 6

1 8
2 0
2 4

For each three minutes or
part of three minutes after

the first three minutes
s. d.

5 0
6 0
7 0

Notes.

A. The local call area for any telephone exchange in Northern Ireland includes telephones served by exchanges in
the Republic of Ireland belonging to any group of exchanges (classified as such by the telephone administration of the
Republic of Ireland) which is regarded by the Postmaster General as adjacent to the telephone group into which the
telephone exchange in Northern Ireland has been classified by the Postmaster General under regulation 18(1) of the
telephone Regulations 1965.

- The distance for a call is measured between the group centre (as determined in accordance with regulation 18(1)
w the Telephone Regulations 1965) of the group into which the exchange serving the telephone from which the call
B njade has been classified under that regulation and the group centre (as determined by the telephone administration

^ePu^u"c of Ireland) of the group into which the exchange in the Republic of Ireland serving the telephone to
the call is made has been classified by that telephone administration-

The call charges set out in this Notice are those for the full rate period.


